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Magnetic field fluctuation-induced particle transport has been directly measured in the
high-temperature core of the MST reversed field pinch plasma. Measurement of radial particle
transport is achieved by combining various interferometry techniques, including Faraday rotation,
conventional interferometry, and differential interferometry. It is observed that electron convective
particle flux and its divergence exhibit a significant increase during a sawtooth crash. In this paper,
we describe the basic techniques employed to determine the particle flux. © 2008 American
Institute of Physics. #DOI: 10.1063/1.2953437$

I. INTRODUCTION

Particle transport arising from stochastic magnetic fields
has long been an important and unresolved topic in fusion
research.1–4 Stochastic magnetic fields can arise from global
tearing instabilities that often underlie the sawtooth oscillation, and cause anomalous particle, momentum, and energy
transport. Conversely, externally imposed magnetic perturbations can act to mitigate edge-localized modes by locally
enhancing edge transport without loss of core plasma confinement and have generated new interest in understanding
the role played by stochastic magnetic fields in transport.5,6
Stochastic magnetic field induced particle transport can
be described as the projection of the parallel particle flux
along the radial direction in a toroidal device,7
!r," = %!&,"b! • e! r',

!1"

where !&," = n"V&," is parallel particle flux for species "
! / B is a unit vector of magnetic field, e!
!electron or ion", b! = B
r
is a radial unit vector, %…' denotes a magnetic surface average, and V&," is particle parallel velocity. Both the parallel
flux and magnetic field can be decomposed into mean and
fluctuating components, i.e., !&," = !&0," + #!&,", b! = b! 0 + #b! .
Thus, the magnetic fluctuation-induced radial particle flux
can be written as
!r," =

% # ! & ,"# b r'
,
B

!2"

where #!&," is the fluctuating flux parallel to the magnetic
field B! , and #br is the radial magnetic field fluctuation. The
mean radial magnetic field component is zero. Fluctuating
parallel flux arises from density and parallel velocity fluctuations according to the relation #!&," = V&,"#n + n#V&,". Therefore, we can rewrite Eq. !2" as

!r," =
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where n!#n", B!#br", and V&!#V&" are density, magnetic field,
and parallel velocity equilibrium !fluctuating" quantities. The
first term on the right hand side of Eq. !3" is the convective
particle flux and the second term is referred to as a “pinch”
term, which can be directed either inward or outward. Furthermore, the derivative of particle flux must be measured in
order to infer a local density change. This can be easily seen
from particle conservation equation, neglecting particle
source,

!n
+ " • !r = 0,
!t

!4"

where the divergence of radial flux balances the density
change.
Experimental determination of the various fluctuating
quantities and their correlations, according to Eq. !3", in the
core of a high-temperature plasma is extremely challenging.
Both fast time response and good spatial resolution are required. Herein, we discuss the measurement of !1" density
fluctuations and their spatial derivative by conventional and
differential interferometry, and !2" magnetic fluctuations by
Faraday rotation. By evaluating the correlated product of
these quantities, the magnetic fluctuation-induced particle
flux and its divergence are determined.
II. DIFFERENTIAL INTERFEROMETRY TECHNIQUE
A. Principle of differential interferometry

In principle, the measurement of local electron density
n!r" requires a differential measurement. As is well known,
the phase change in a laser beam induced by plasma in a
cylindrical geometry is given by

$!x" = re%

a"
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where re = 2.82Ã 10−15 m is the classical electron radius, % is
the laser wavelength, z is the distance along the chord, x is
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the differential interferometer experimental setup.
Note that beam offset at the source !#" and in the plasma !(x" are different
due to an optical system with out-of-plane non-45° bends that are not
pictured.

the impact parameter, and x2 + z2 = r2. The local density is
found by performing a standard Abel inversion8 using
n!r" = −

1
& r e%

(

a

r

!$!x" dx
.
!x )x2 − r2

!6"

From this relation it is clear that the first spatial derivative of
the phase, !$ / !x, is required to obtain n!r". Conventional
interferometers measure $!x" for multiple discrete chords,
make a numerical fit to the available points, take the spatial
derivative to infer !$ / !x, and then perform an inversion. The
number of chords determines the accuracy of density measurement. The difficulty in directly measuring !$ / !x is that
the phase difference becomes smaller as two adjacent chords
are brought closer together, and physical separation between
adjacent detectors usually limits the spatial resolution. These
difficulties can be overcome by employing a new differential
heterodyne interferometer technique.
The differential heterodyne interferometer system employed on MST utilizes two parallel linearly polarized, spatially offset far infrared !FIR" laser beams !% = 432 'm" with
frequency difference *1 MHz to probe the plasma at each
chord position !x" as shown in Fig. 1. Other relevant details
of the system hardware have been described elsewhere.9 The
two parallel laser beams are initially slightly offset a small
distance !#" and then divided into 11 separate chords by wire
mesh beamsplitters. The phase difference between these two
probing beams at each chord position with respect to a reference signal is obtained directly using a digital phase comparator technique in order to determine ($!x , t". Furthermore, a single detector is used to measure the phase between
the two spatially separated beams so that beam offset can be
reduced to zero. In this new configuration, referred to as a
differential interferometry, the system is insensitive to path
length changes due to vibrations and thermal expansion effects since both probing beams traverse nearly identical optical paths, have wavelength difference of only (% / % = 10−6,
and use the same optical elements including mixer. In addition, the measured phase difference can be controlled, by
varying the spatial offset, and set to )2& thereby eliminating
the potential for fringe counting errors.
In this configuration, the system has a fast time response,
up to 1 's, and phase noise less than 0.05° for 20 kHz bandwidth. A third FIR laser !also frequency offset", serves as a
local oscillator beam for each mixer to permit simultaneous

FIG. 2. The cosine weighted factor changes along beam path for two different impact parameters.

measurement of $!x , t" via the conventional interferometry
approach. The effective displacement between two beams is
# * 1 mm, which is obtained from calibration.10 The calibration procedure is performed by comparing density profile
measured by differential interferometer to profile by conventional interferometer. Once the differential interferometer is
calibrated, it can be operated independently to measure density, density fluctuations, and their gradients.
B. Localization of density fluctuation measurements

The differential interferometer determines the phase difference between two adjacent beams and provides a lineintegrated density gradient measurement, !! / !x"$!x". However, this line-integrated measurement is weighted by a
geometrical factor. Upon taking the first spatial derivative of
Eq. !5", we find

!$!x"
= r e%
!x
= r e%

(
(

!n!r" !r
dz = re%
!r !x
!n!r"
cos!*"dz,
!r

(

!n!r" x
dz
!r r
!7"

where cos * = x / r. The cosine term is a geometrical weighting factor and is shown in Fig. 2, for different impact parameters. As the impact parameter approaches zero, the weighting factor is reduced in width and approaches a delta
function, thereby providing spatial resolution. For small impact parameter x, differential interferometry essentially provides a localized measurement of the density gradient and
density gradient fluctuations. This cosine weighting factor
has previously been used to analyze Faraday rotation data to
obtain central safety factor q0.11
Mathematically, Eq. !7" can be simplified as x → 0,
r → 0; the density gradient can be expanded in a Taylor series, !n!r" / !r + !! / !r"n!0" + r!!2 / !r"2n!0", allowing one to
rewrite Eq. !7" as ! / !x$!x → 0" = re%x!!2 / !r2"n!0"L !where L
is the path length", leading to

,

1
!
!
n!r" +
$!x"
!r
!x
re%L

,

.

!8"

x=r→0

From Eq. !8", it is found that the differential phase is proportional to the density gradient for measurements made near
the magnetic axis. This approximation offers the great convenience of being able to directly determine the local particle
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FIG. 3. !a" Time history of current density; !b" time history of equilibrium
density; !c" time history of electron parallel velocity at magnetic axis. t = 0
denotes sawtooth crash.

flux without performing any Abel inversion of the lineintegrated density measurements.
In general, density fluctuations can be written as ñ
= - ñm.n!r"cos!m* + n$" where m , n are poloidal and toroidal
m,n

mode number, respectively. In MST, the dominant modes
have m = 1 and the fluctuating phase measured by conventional interferometry is given by

#$!x" = re%

(

#nm=1!r"cos!*"dz,

!9"

where cos!*" is the same geometrical weighting factor that
appears in Eq. !7". The fluctuating density can then be written approximately as #n!r" = #n!0" + r!! / !r"#n!0", x → 0, r
→ 0. This leads to a simple relation between phase fluctuation and density fluctuation for chords close to plasma center,

,

#n!r" + #$!x"

1
re%L

,

.

!10"

x=r→0

It should be noted that Eq. !10" is applicable to mode number
m = 1 only since the cosine factor arises from the nature of
mode. However, Eq. !8" is generally applicable to all modes
since the weighting factor in Eq. !7" results from differential
interferometer technique itself and is independent of mode
structure. Both relations Eqs. !8" and !10" are applicable to
chords close to magnetic axis.
For viewing lines of sight away from plasma center, one
has to deal with an asymmetric fluctuation inversion.12
Herein, we will focus on the measurements close to plasma
center so that the convective particle flux can be directly
measured without requiring more sophisticated fluctuation
inversion methods.
III. DENSITY FLUCTUATION MEASUREMENT

Experiments have been performed on the MST RFP, a
circular cross-section device with major radius R = 1.5 m, minor radius a = 0.52 m, discharge current I p + 600 kA, lineaverage electron density ne * 1 , 1019 m−3, and electron tem-

FIG. 4. !a" Time history of density gradient fluctuations; !b" the coherence
between density gradient fluctuation and magnetic fluctuation. The significant coherence appears for tearing mode frequency between 10 and 20 kHz.
The measurement is made at r / a = 0.11 near magnetic axis.

perature Te + 1 keV. Many parameters in MST plasmas
display a sawtooth cycle due to relaxation oscillations in the
plasma core. To determine the time evolution of mean !magnetic surface averaged" quantities, we ensemble average
measured quantities over many reproducible sawtooth
events, thereby eliminating the contribution of random fluctuations. A typical MST discharge history over a sawtooth
cycle is shown in Fig. 3. The current density has a slow,
linear ramp phase before a sawtooth crash and promptly
drops within 200 's at the crash, as shown in Fig. 3!a". The
equilibrium electron density at the magnetic axis relaxes as
well #see Fig. 3!b"$, and the relaxation time is much faster
than the classical diffusion time #*1 s$. The inferred electron mean velocity shows a little change over sawtooth crash
#see Fig. 3!c"$. The fast density collapse implies significant
fluctuation-induced particle transport during the sawtooth
crash.
Density fluctuations and density gradient fluctuations
#see Eqs. !8" and !10"$ can be directly measured by both
conventional interferometry and differential interferometry.
Density gradient fluctuations exhibit significant increase at
sawtooth crash as shown in Fig. 4!a", and have a coherence
with the radial magnetic fluctuation #m = 1, n = 6 mode$ as
shown in Fig. 4!b". Coherence peaks in the 10– 20 kHz
range, corresponding to tearing mode activity for the dominant core-resonant mode. The dashed line denotes the statistical noise level determined by the number of ensembles.
Density fluctuations have a similar temporal dynamics to
density gradient fluctuations and have been investigated
previously.12

IV. MAGNETIC FLUCTUATION MEASUREMENT BY
FARADAY ROTATION

Equilibrium and fluctuating magnetic fields in MST are
measured by polarimetry making use of the Faraday effect.
The Faraday rotation angle - is half the phase difference
between the R-and L-wave refractive indices and can be
written as
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FIG. 5. !Color online" The line-integrated radial magnetic field fluctuation
!left vertical axis" varies over sawtooth cycle. The dashed line shows poloidal magnetic field fluctuation !right vertical axis" measured at wall. The zero
denotes sawtooth crash.

2&
-=
%

(

!NR − NL"
dz = 2.62 , 10−13%2
2

(

FIG. 6. Radial and poloidal magnetic fluctuation spatial profile for dominant
!m = 1, n = 6" mode. Mode resonant surface corresponds to r / a * 0.35.

neBzdz,
!11"

where Bz is magnetic field component along the laser beam,
ne is the electron density, % is the FIR laser wavelength, and
z is the plasma cross-section vertical coordinate, all in MKS
units. Taking - = -0 + -̃ and Bz = Bz0 + B̃z, the fluctuating
component of the Faraday rotation signal takes the form
-̃!ñ,B̃z" = cF

.(

ñBz0dz +

(

/

n0B̃zdz ,

!12"

where the second order term, cF0B̃zñdz, is negligible because
both ñ and B̃z are small.13 From this equation we see that the
fluctuating part of the Faraday rotation signal is the sum of
the fluctuating electron density weighted by equilibrium !poloidal" magnetic field -̃!ñ", and the fluctuating magnetic
field weighted by equilibrium density -̃!B̃z". For the six central chords !corresponding to x + 0.3a", density fluctuation
contributions are negligible and Eq. !12" can be rewritten as
-̃!ñ,B̃z" +

(

n0B̃zdz.

!13"

The measured Faraday rotation fluctuations for these chords
provide a direct line-integrated measurement of magnetic
fluctuations. By isolating modes of given helicity, the spatial
distribution of the magnetic fluctuations can be determined.
These techniques have previously been described in detail
and will not be repeated here.14,15
Measured line-averaged radial magnetic field fluctuations for the dominant mode !m = 1, n = 6" over a sawtooth
cycle are shown in Fig. 5. Maximum amplitude occurs at the
crash. The poloidal magnetic fluctuation amplitude measured
at the wall is also plotted in Fig. 5, as a dashed line. Radial
magnetic field fluctuations have a similar dynamics to poloidal magnetic field fluctuations as is expected for a global
tearing mode. The radial magnetic field fluctuation amplitude
in the core is approximately three times the poloidal magnetic field at the wall, #br!r" * 3 , #b*!a". This approximation simplifies the measurement of particle flux since the
inversion of radial magnetic field with fast time resolution is
not required.
The resulting spatial profile for the magnetic perturbation of the dominant core-resonant mode !m = 1, n = 6" is

shown in Fig. 6. At the mode resonant surface !r / a * 0.35",

#b* = 0 and #br is maximum. Magnetic fluctuations can be

tracked in time throughout the sawtooth cycle using the fast
Faraday rotation measurements !up to 1 MHz bandwidth"
and edge magnetic coils.14,15

V. PARTICLE FLUX MEASUREMENT

The convective electron particle flux from Eq. !3" is
given by
!rc = V&,e

% # n # b r'
,
B

!14"

and in cylindrical coordinates we can write
" • !rc +

1 2

2V&,e !#n
#br ,
B
!r

!15"

where V&,e is the electron parallel mean velocity. In the
!br
plasma center #br is flat !see Fig. 6", implying
+ 0, and
!r
c
c
!r / r + !!r / !r is used as r goes zero.
The electron parallel velocity is determined from equilibrium measurements of the electron density and current
density, i.e., V&,e = J&,e / nee + J& / nee as shown in Fig. 3, since
the mean current along the magnetic field is largely carried
by electron motion. Equilibrium magnetic field is determined
using an equilibrium fit constrained by Faraday rotation measurements of internal poloidal magnetic field and motional
Stark effect measurements of the on axis toroidal magnetic
field.16,17
To determine the particle transport !and its divergence",
one has to measure the phase relation between density fluctuations !density gradient fluctuations" and radial magnetic
field fluctuations. Phase measurement is achieved by flux
surface ensemble averaging. In MST, rotation of the low-n
magnetic modes transfers their spatial structure in the plasma
frame into a temporal evolution in the laboratory frame.
Since the magnetic modes are global, for convenience we
correlate #n !or !#n / !r" to a specific helical magnetic mode
which is spatially Fourier decomposed from 32 wallmounted magnetic coils. After averaging over an ensemble
of similar events !*400 events are used", we can determine
the phase between #n !or !#n / !r" and #br for the specified
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close to the magnetic axis, line-integrated measurements provide good spatial resolution of global fluctuations allowing
the local particle flux to be determined. Both the particle flux
and its divergence increase significantly at sawtooth crash,
corresponding to the fast change in equilibrium density.
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FIG. 7. !a" Convective electron particle flux has a significant increase at
sawtooth crash; !b" the divergence of particle flux vs time. t = 0 denotes
sawtooth crash. The measurement is made at r / a = 0.11 near magnetic axis.

mode. For tearing modes, the radial magnetic perturbation
has a constant phase over minor radius which has been verified by probe measurements in lower temperature plasmas.
Therefore, in reality we correlate density gradient fluctuation
to poloidal magnetic field fluctuations measured at the wall
to determine the phase. The phase between radial and poloidal component of magnetic field is 90°.
With combined measurements of density fluctuations,
density gradient fluctuations, and radial magnetic fluctuations, we are now able to evaluate the flux and its divergence. Using Eq. !14", the direct measurement of convective
magnetic fluctuation-induced electron particle flux is shown
in Fig. 7!a". It is seen that the particle flux surges, reaching
*1.0, 1022 / m2 s, at a sawtooth crash. This corresponds to
the time the core density collapse occurs. The positive sign
of flux indicates outward particle flux. The divergence of
particle flux, determined from Eq. !15", also increases significantly as shown in Fig. 7!b". The divergence of particle
acts to balance the density change, !n / !t.
VI. SUMMARY

Magnetic fluctuation-induced electron particle flux is
measured, for the first time, in the core of high-temperature
plasma by combining measurements of equilibrium magnetic
field and density with measurements of density, density gradient, and magnetic field fluctuations. For viewing lines
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